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Introduction
 The 1st National Economic and Social Development Plan
1959 focus on setting infrastructure for NICs
 1997 Economic Financial Crisis –faced with
unemployment situation
 Government realized on human resource development
however still first priority of policy focus on economic
growth
 Due to the economical changes in Thailand the
government pay more attention on HR in practical
as mentioned in the 9-10 NESDP (1997-2006)
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National Plan
 In 2011 the govern encourage policy on welfare state
with the concept of supporting living allowance for the
low income. And those who earn income should be
shelter on contribution basis.
 Old Age pension as basic right for the elderly
 Social Security Act provide benefit for insured person in
informal sector but seem to be unattractive.
 Initiate new choices
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Informal Sector in Thailand :
Background


The Social Security Act (B.E. 2533) guarantees social
insurance to employees and other people by providing 7
types of benefits for the insured persons including sickness,
maternity, invalidity, death, child allowance, old - age
pension and unemployment.

 However, there is a provision to exclude some groups of
people who earn income because they have already had
equivalent or better social coverage systems, or social
coverage management for such group can not be performed
since there are some limitations to adapt the appropriate
system to them.
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Moreover, the Social Security Act (B.E. 2533) is
compulsory to employees only while other people can
voluntarily enter to the social insurance system under
article 40 of the Act and receive different benefits from the
employees. Person who is not an employee, therefore, still
lacks necessary social guarantee as they should have.

 Considering to some groups excluded from the Social
Security Act, there are low - income people and people
who are not employee; for example, employees of
cultivating, fishery, forestry and livestock industry who
have not been employed regularly; temporary seasonal
employees; domestic workers; vender or peddler; taxi
driver, motorcyclist etc. Such group is also an important
labour force and mechanism to move country’s economic
as same as other employees in the formal sector.
 However, there is no social guarantee which is better or
equivalent to social insurance system, leading to state’s
burden in providing social welfare for their living even in
the crisis of lacking income. Therefore, it is important to
establish appropriate social insurance and study possible
options to extend social insurance coverage to informal
sector.
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Types of informal labour
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Informal labour can be divided into two main groups of
as follows:



1. A group of people working for wages with
regular/irregular income such as domestic workers,
personal drivers (at home), seasonal workers, fishery
workers etc.



2. A group of self - employed persons such as taxi
drivers, farmers, venders or paddlers, beauticians,
hairdressers etc.

Current situation of informal
labour in Thailand
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In 2010 the population of Thailand is approximately
67.5 million.Currently, there are 38.7 million of labour
force which includes 14.6 million (37.7%) formal labour
and 24.1 million (62.3%) informal labour (National
Statistical Office of Thailand, 2010). Most informal
labour is more than 40 years old, works in agricultural
sector (60%) and attains less than elementary level or
non education (40.5%). However, it is found that during
2008 - 2010, the informal labour in agricultural sector is
decreasing progressively.

 Considering the problems of informal labour, they face
with 3 main problems.
 The first problem is working problems since they work more
than 50 hours per week, receive low profit and welfare and
can not leave for holiday or vacation.
 Next, there is no occupational and safety at work, for
instance, they have injury or accident from toxic substance
and dangerous machine, work in high places or cellar and
so on.
 Lastly, inappropriate working environment; for example,
unventilated and impure work place with noises, dust,
fumes, etc.
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survey of National Statistical
Office of Thailand in 2010
 According to the, it was found that working problem
which informal labour needs the state to help is low income problem (48.5%), irregular employment
(21.5%) and work overload (19.0%) respectively
whereas working environment problems which informal
labour faced the most is working manner (39.9%),
working with dust, fumes and smell (21.1%) and
working with insufficient light (18.7%).
 In part of occupational and safety at work problems,
63.7% of informal labour receives toxic chemicals,
21.6% injure from dangerous machines and tools; and
5.5% has hearing/ optic system injury.
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The main reasons the informal
labours falls outside the coverage
 The main reasons the informal labours falls outside the coverage are
as follows,
1. Information on informal labour is unclear and unsystematic.
2. Informal labour is excluded from the Labour Protection Act, the
Workmen’s Compensation Act (B.E 2537) and the Social
Security Act (B.E 2533) (except they apply to voluntary social
insurance scheme under Article 40 of the Social Security Act)
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3. Informal labour works in different places; therefore, it is difficult
for them to get organized. As they lack power of group
gathering, causing the lack of negotiating power with
employersand related organizations.



4. There is insufficient promotion of occupational health and safety
at work because of indistinct and uncovered legislations and
regulations.



5. Informal labour lacks the access to resources and fund
promotion. Thus, they have no chance to develop their skills
to benefit from related funds, and appropriate health services

Figure 1: Number of informal labour
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Figure 2 : Education level of informal labour
Percentage
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Figure 3: Comparison of formal and
informal labour by economic group
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Plans and Processes


Informal sector is a significant part to build social strength and support
economic system of the country, therefore, the government is aware of
the importance of informal labour administration. However, the important
fact that social security coverage should be extended to informal labour
includes;



1. There are about 9 million formal labour in social insurance coverage
while 24.1 million informal labour are excluded from the social insurance
scheme.



2. The previous voluntary scheme can not persuade informal labour to
join in the scheme and it has high cost (3,360 baht / year). There is no
monthly contribution and less benefits.
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3. Most informal labour has daily irregular low income.



4. There is no subsidy from government for voluntary insurance scheme
to support informal labour.



According to the Government policy under “Moving Thailand Forward
Project”, the first measure to be implemented to help low - income and
under privilege people is the extension of social insurance coverage to
informal sector.

Plan
 In 2010, Ministry of labour cooperated with Thailand
Development Research Institute (TDRI) to establish
“Strategies for informal labour administration, 2011” as
a frame and guideline for Ministry’s administration and
operation in providing coverage to informal labour for
better quality of life.
 Moreover, the cabinet, on 18th January 2011, approved
the criteria setting of social insurance benefits and
contribution rates under social insurance scheme for
informal labour. The SSO is now performing the action of
extending coverage to informal sector under Article 40 of
the Social Security Act (B.E. 2533) by providing two
options for them as follows,
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 The first option: if the informal workers contribute 70
baht a month, the state will temporary contribute 30
baht. The insured persons will receive three benefits
consisting of sickness, disability and death.
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The second option: if they contribute 100 baht, the
state will temporary contribute 50 baht. They will
receive four benefits including sickness, disability, death
and old - age lump sum. In case that the informal
workers prefer to get more old - age benefit, they could
contribute more for this portion but not more than 1,000
baht per month.



About 2.4 million informal workers across the country
are expected to join the social insurance schemes.

Qualifying Conditions



A person with 15 - 60 years old and exclude from the
insured person under Article 33.
Place of Application



Application can be taken at Area/ Provincial Social
Security Office over the country or other places based on
the public relations.
Document for the application
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The application of voluntary insured persons under
Article 40 of the Social Security Act (B.E. 2533) and one
copy of identification card.

Contribution



The insured persons have to pay contribution once a month and
can pay in advance not more than 12 month/ time, but late
contributions are not allowed
Benefits



(1) Sickness: the insured persons will receive cash benefit for
inpatient at least 2 days /not more than 20 days a year.



(2) Invalidity: the insured persons will receive cash benefit
according to their duration of contribution.



(3) Death: the insured persons will receive funeral grant.
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(4) Old - age: If the insured persons choose the second option,
they will receive old - age lump sum and annual profit when they
reach 60 years of age and don’t want to insure anymore.

Stages under the Action Plan
According to the Action Plan, it can be as follows,
The 1st stage; before the announcement in the royal decree (6 steps)
•

Figure out the estimative numbers of informal workers by district and
sub - district

•

Make clear understanding on relevant information to networking
representative and agency

•
Arrange the seminar/training for public relation network such as local
radio broadcasting in each province
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•

Locate the advertising banner, cut out on vinyl board in a certain area

•

Disseminate to the target group in each area

•

Evaluate the number of interested persons

The 2nd stage; after the announcement of royal decree
before effective date (3 steps)
•

Distribution and receiving of application form

•

Data recording in data based

•

Public Relation

The 3rd stage; after enforcing date of royal decree
(1 step)
• Contribution collection and issuing the official
document.
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 Moreover, the preparation on other relevant process has
been done to support the extension coverage such as
announcement on application form, payment
management, computerizing system for issuance of
official document for article 40 insured persons, IT
system, public relations procedure and document.


The Cabinet approved the draft of the Royal Decree on
defining principles and contribution rate, types of
benefits as well as principles and qualifying conditions of
the insured persons on 30 March 2011.

 The enforcement of the Royal Decree is on 1 May 2011.
At present, the SSO is in the 2nd stage of the action
plan.
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